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Amblyopia Affects the ON Visual Pathway More than the
OFF
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Visual information reaches the cerebral cortex through parallel ON and OFF pathways that signal the presence of light and dark stimuli
in visual scenes. We have previously demonstrated that optical blur reduces visual salience more for light than dark stimuli because it
removes the high spatial frequencies from the stimulus, and low spatial frequencies drive weaker ON than OFF cortical responses.
Therefore, we hypothesized that sustained optical blur during brain development should weaken ON cortical pathways more than OFF,
increasing the dominance of darks in visual perception. Here we provide support for this hypothesis in humans with anisometropic
amblyopia who suffered sustained optical blur early after birth in one of the eyes. In addition, we show that the dark dominance in visual
perception also increases in strabismic amblyopes that have their vision to high spatial frequencies reduced by mechanisms not associ-
ated with optical blur. Together, we show that amblyopia increases visual dark dominance by 3–10 times and that the increase in dark
dominance is strongly correlated with amblyopia severity. These results can be replicated with a computational model that uses greater
luminance/response saturation in ON than OFF pathways and, as a consequence, reduces more ON than OFF cortical responses to stimuli
with low spatial frequencies. We conclude that amblyopia affects the ON cortical pathway more than the OFF, a finding that could have
implications for future amblyopia treatments.
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Introduction
Amblyopia is a disorder of the visual pathway that causes a loss of
visual acuity and contrast sensitivity that is not correctable with
prescription lenses. It is the most common cause of vision loss in
children (Holmes and Clarke, 2006) and serves as a model to
investigate how visual experience modifies cortical wiring. Cur-
rent models of cortical function assume that amblyopia affects
similarly ON and OFF visual cortical pathways (Ding and Sper-
ling, 2006; Huang et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2013; Ding and Levi,
2014). Consequently, visual scientists commonly measure the
neuronal deficits of amblyopia with light– dark grating patterns

that assume equal cortical responses to lights and darks. In con-
trast to this assumption, recent evidence indicates that, just as the
contralateral eye is better represented than the ipsilateral eye in
visual cortex (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Adams et al., 2007), the
OFF pathway is better represented than the ON pathway (Zemon
et al., 1988; Chubb et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2008; Yeh et al., 2009).
Moreover, just as monocular deprivation changes the balance
between cortical responses from deprived and non-deprived eyes
(Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Hubel et al., 1977), increased exposure
to low spatial frequencies (e.g., because of optical blur) changes
the ON/OFF response balance making the cortex more OFF
dominated (Onat et al., 2011; Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al.,
2017; Jansen et al., 2019).

Traditionally, ON and OFF visual pathways were thought to
remain segregated in thalamus and fully converge in cortex
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). However, there is increasingly stron-
ger evidence that ON and OFF pathways remain cortically segre-
gated (McConnell and LeVay, 1984; Norton et al., 1985; Zahs and
Stryker, 1988; Jin et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015;
Kremkow et al., 2016). Moreover, ON and OFF pathways show
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Significance Statement

Amblyopia is a loss of vision that affects 2–5% of children across the world and originates from a deficit in visual cortical circuitry.
Current models assume that amblyopia affects similarly ON and OFF visual pathways, which signal light and dark features in visual
scenes. Against this current belief, here we demonstrate that amblyopia affects the ON visual pathway more than the OFF, a finding
that could have implications for new amblyopia treatments targeted at strengthening a weak ON visual pathway.
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pronounced differences in spatial resolution and response la-
tency that are already present at the level of the retina (Wässle et
al., 1981; Dacey and Petersen, 1992; Chichilnisky and Kalmar,
2002) and are further amplified in visual cortex (Jin et al., 2008,
2011a,b; Yeh et al., 2009; Kremkow et al., 2014; Xing et al., 2014;
Zurawel et al., 2014; Rekauzke et al., 2016; Jansen et al., 2019;
Jimenez et al., 2018). In visual cortex, OFF responses are stronger
than ON responses and this cortical OFF dominance has a corre-
late in human vision and the statistics of natural scenes. Humans
are more accurate and faster at seeing static dark targets than light
targets (Chubb and Nam, 2000; Chubb et al., 2004; Komban et al.,
2011, 2014). Dark features are more abundant than light features
in natural scenes (Ratliff et al., 2010) and this dark dominance is
most pronounced at low spatial frequencies (Cooper and Norcia,
2015).

Physiological measurements also show that ON cortical re-
sponses saturate at lower luminance contrast than OFF cortical
responses (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017) and that this
greater response saturation reduces the relative strength of ON
responses to stimuli of low spatial frequency (Onat et al., 2011;
Kremkow et al., 2014; Jansen et al., 2019). Therefore, if low spatial
frequencies drive weaker ON than OFF cortical responses, sus-
tained optical blur (or any other mechanism that reduces cortical
responses to high spatial frequencies) should weaken ON cortical
pathways more than OFF during brain development. Consistent
with this hypothesis, our results demonstrate that human ambly-
opia affects vision more for light than dark stimuli.

Materials and Methods
General psychophysical methods
All visual stimuli were presented on a gamma corrected 24 inch LCD
monitor (BenQ XL2420T, 120 Hz, mean luminance: 156 cd/m 2) and
were generated with Psychtoolbox 3 and custom MATLAB software
(MathWorks; Brainard, 1997). The monitor was placed 1 m in front of
the subject’s eye and subtended 30.3° � 17.0° of visual angle (0.016° �
0.016° per pixel). Observers used a chin rest to hold their heads steady in
front of the monitor and a numerical keypad to respond in each visual
task.

The experiments were conducted in a dark room and performed mon-
ocularly (the eye not being tested was covered with a patch). All observers
had their vision corrected to achieve the best-possible visual acuity. An
observer was initially included in the study (n � 30 observers; Table 1) if
the best-corrected visual acuity was lower for one eye (amblyopic eye)
than the other (fellow eye). Two of these 30 observers were excluded from
the analysis because they could not perform the tasks due to very limited
vision (E.C.: 20/800 and R.R.: 20/2400). We also excluded a subject that
performed poorly in the visual salience task with the fellow eye (�80%)
probably because of fatigue or poor motivation (Table 1, A.B.). Five of
the remaining 27 observers (4 tested for visual salience and 5 for grating
visual acuity) were classified as near-normal because the difference in
visual acuity between the two eyes was smaller than two lines in a Snellen
chart (Holmes and Clarke, 2006). The remaining 22 observers were clas-
sified as amblyopes and were all included in the data analysis.

We used standard criteria to classify the 22 observers (Holmes and
Clarke, 2006) in anisometropic amblyopes (AAs), strabismic amblyopes
(SAs), and strabismic-anisometric amblyopes (SAAs). Anisometropic
amblyopes had no history of strabismus and had a refraction difference
between the eyes large enough to be considered anisometropia (AAs: n �
15; see below for criteria). SAs (n � 3) had strabismus and no pro-
nounced differences in refraction between the eyes. Some observers had
both strabismus and anisometropy and were classified as SAAs (n � 4). A
difference in refraction between the eyes was considered anisometropic if
it was �1.5 diopters of hyperopia, �2 diopters of myopia, and/or �2
diopters of astigmatism (Holmes and Clarke, 2006). If one eye had my-
opia and the other hyperopia, the refraction difference was considered

anisometropic if it was �1.5 diopters of spherical equivalent (spherical
equivalent � spherical power � 1⁄2 cylinder power).

We measured dark–light differences in visual salience in 15 of the 22
observers (6 females and 9 males, including author J.J.; age range 23– 62;
Table 1), and dark–light differences in grating visual acuity in 14 of the 22
observers (10 females and 4 males, including author J.J.; age range 18 –
62; Table 1). We tested both tasks, visual salience and grating visual
acuity, in 11 observers. We also tested dark–light differences in grating
visual acuity in four control subjects. The near-normal observers were
two females and two males, age range 18 –55. The control observers had
either 20/20 vision or vision corrected to 20/20 (3 females and 1 male,
including two authors, C.P. and J.-M.A.).

The best-corrected visual acuity of the amblyopic observers ranged
from 20/15 to 20/25 for the fellow eye and 20/30 to 20/400 for the am-
blyopic eye. Any observer with unilateral or bilateral ocular disease in-
cluding early stages of glaucoma was excluded from our sample. We
recruited observers with amblyopia through the SUNY College of Op-
tometry University Eye Center. All experiments followed the principles
of the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the institutional
review board at the State University of New York, College of Optometry.

Visual salience. Visual salience was measured monocularly by present-
ing a randomized sequence of dark and light square targets on a uniform
binary-noise background. The observers had to report the number of
squares (ranging from one to three) by using a keypad. The probability
that the binary-noise-background pixels formed a false target was very
small ( p � 0.5 36) because the side of each square target was six times
larger than the side of the background pixels. Nineteen of the 22 observ-
ers performed 8 sets of 100 trials in one session (800 trials in total).
Because of fatigue constrains, the remaining three observers could not
perform the same number of trials. Observer M.S. performed 400 trials
(four sets of 100 trials) in one session, observer M.F. performed 600 trials
(6 sets of 100 trials) in one session, and observer K.B. performed 800
trials divided in three sessions administered in three different days (3, 3,
and 2 sets of 100 trials). Every set of 100 trials started with 15 s adaptation
to a midgray screen followed by the first trial. Each subsequent trial
started after the observer responded to the previous one. Therefore, the
reaction time of each observer determined the duration of each trial.
Before starting each trial set, observers took a break of a few minutes. For
each observer, we quantified response accuracy and reaction time, sepa-
rately for the amblyopic and the fellow eye.

Grating visual acuity. We measured grating visual acuity with square-
wave gratings that were half-wave rectified. The gratings could be hori-
zontal or vertical, light or dark, and were monocularly presented at
different spatial frequencies for 200 ms followed by a mask that also
lasted 200 ms (the mask was made of overlapping horizontal and vertical
gratings). The observers had to report the orientation of the grating in a
keypad and, after pressing the keypad, a new grating stimulus was pre-
sented after a delay of 250 ms.

Each trial set started with 120 s of adaptation to either a dark back-
ground for light gratings (0.5 cd/m 2) or a light background for dark
gratings (312 cd/m 2). Within each trial, the grating and mask had always
the same contrast polarity and spatial frequency. Light gratings (312
cd/m 2) were presented on a dark background (0.5 cd/m 2) and dark
gratings (0.5 cd/m 2) on a light background (312 cd/m 2). The grating
spatial frequency (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 cpd) was changed by modifying the
size of the grating while keeping the duty cycle constant (from 6 to 0.2°
per grating side). This approach replicates standard measurements of
visual acuity in the eye clinic with Snellen charts (i.e., visual resolution is
tested in the eye clinic by reducing the size of Snellen characters). Because
the measurements of grating visual acuity are restricted to the high spatial
frequency limit of visual resolution, they are not affected by the higher
harmonics introduced by the square waves.

We measured grating visual acuity in 14 amblyopic observers (includ-
ing one author, J.J.), four near-normal observers and four control ob-
servers (including two authors, C.P. and J.-M.A.). Every amblyopic
observer ran 4800 trials, 2400 with the fellow eye and 2400 with the
amblyopic eye. Twelve of the 14 amblyopic observers ran all 4800 trials in
one session (2400 trials with the fellow eye and 2400 with the amblyopic
eye, 1200 with dark, and 1200 with light gratings for each eye). Two of the
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Table 1. List of observers

Obs Sex Age, y Type Eye Log MAR VA (Snellen VA) Refractive error Eye alignment Task

B.C. F 37 Normal OD 0 (20/20) �1.25 Normal GA
OS 0 (20/20) �1.25 �0.50 �90

C.P. F 27 Normal OD 0 (20/20) �3.75 Normal GA
OS 0 (20/20) �4.00

C.S. F 20 Normal OD 0 (20/20) �3.25 Normal GA
OS 0 (20/20) �2.00

J.-M.A. M 50 Normal OD 0 (20/20) �5.25 �0.75 �60 Normal GA
OS 0 (20/20) �7.00 �0.75 �90

M.R. M 55 Near-normal OD 0.18 (20/30) Plano �2.75 �180 5�RET VS, GA
OS 0.10 (20/25) �0.50 �2.50 �170 (surgery at 5 years old)

A.M. F 26 Near-normal OS 0.10 (20/25) �1.5 �0.25 �45 Normal VS, GA
OD 0 (20/20) Plano

S.H. M 29 Near-normal OD 0.10 (20/25) �5.25 �1.00 �35 Normal VS, GA
OS 0 (20/20) �2.00

K.A.Y. F 18 Near-normal OS 0.10 (20/25) �2.50 �1.50 �180 Normal GA
OD 0 (20/20) Plano

J.G. M 33 Near-normal OD 0 (20/20) �2.5 �2.25 �156 Normal VS, GA
OS �0.12 (20/15–1) �1.25 �0.75 �70

J.J. M 40 Anisometropic OD 0.18 (20/30) �0.75 �3.50 �80 Normal VS, GA
OS 0 (20/20) Plano

M.S. M 28 Anisometropic OD 0.18 (20/30) �4.00 �1.00 �150 Normal VS
OS 0 (20/20) Plano

M.A.R. M 52 Anisometropic OD 0.18 (20/30) �5.00 Normal VS
OS 0 (20/20) �0.50

B.V. M 27 Anisometropic OS 0.18 (20/30) �3.00 �5.00 �175 Normal VS
OD 0 (20/20) Plano �0.75 �180

E.N. F 24 Anisometropic OD 0.18 (20/30) �6.75 �3.62 �31 Normal GA
OS 0 (20/20) �1.62 �0.87 �8

H.F. F 24 Anisometropic OS 0.18 (20/30) �3.75 �1.50 �30 Normal VS, GA
OD �0.12 (20/15) �2.50 �2.00 �140

K.H. F 23 Anisometropic OS 0.18 (20/30 � 1) �1.5 �2.00 �165 Normal VS, GA
OD �0.12 (20/15) �1.00 �0.50 �120

S.S. F 28 Anisometropic OS 0.30 (20/40 � 1) �5.50 �0.50 �30 Normal VS, GA
OD 0 (20/20 –1) Plano

E.M. F 56 Anisometropic OS 0.40 (20/50) �3.00 �2.75 �10 Normal GA
OD 0.10 (20/25) �0.50 �0.50 �95

K.B. F 24 Anisometropic OS 0.35 (20/45) �3.50 �1.25 �90 Normal VS
OD 0 (20/20) �1.00

F.F. M 29 Anisometropic OS 0.40 (20/50 � 1) �5.50 �0.5 �15 Normal VS
OD 0 (20/20) �2.00

J.A. F 20 Strabismic OD 0.40 (20/50) �0.75 �1.25 �105 25�LXT GA
OS 0 (20/20) �0.50 �1.50 �95 (no surgery)

A.L.M. M 23 Strabismic OS 0.50 (20/63) �4.00 �4.00 �165 8�LET GA
and anisometropic OD 0.10 (20/25) Plano �1.50 �15 (no surgery)

S.K. F 18 Strabismic OD 0.50 (20/63) �5.75 �1.25 �180 8�RET GA
OS 0.10 (20/25) �6.00 �0.75 �175 (no surgery)

A.B.a F 44 Anisometropic OD 0.48 (20/60) �2.25 �3.25 �168 Normal VS
OS 0 (20/20) �0.25

M.W. F 24 Anisometropic OS 0.48 (20/60) �3.25 Normal GA
OD 0 (20/20) �2.50

F.K. M 51 Anisometropic OD 0.60 (20/80) �6.25 �1.50 �170 Normal VS
OS 0.10 (20/25) �4.75 �0.50 �045

M.F. F 62 Strabismic OD 0.54 (20/70) �5.75 �0.50 �180 35�IAXT VS, GA
and anisometropic OS 0 (20/20) �2.25 �0.50 �180 (no surgery)

J.R. M 18 Strabismic OD 0.48 (20/60) �0.75 �0.75 �165 6�RXT GA
and anisometropic OS �0.12 (20/15) �2.00 (no surgery)

P.E. M 44 Strabismic OS 0.87 (20/150) �9.50 30�LET VS, GA
and anisometropic OD 0 (20/20) �5.25 (surgery at 5 years old)

B.Y. M 53 Anisometropic OD 1 (20/200) �7.50 Normal VS
OS 0.10 (20/25) �1.50

L.V. M 24 Anisometropic OD 1 (20/200) Plano �6.50 �180 Normal VS
OS 0 (20/20) �2.75 �1.00 �180

A.H. F 28 Strabismic OS 1.30 (20/400) �1.25 �0.50 �26 6�LXT VS, GA
OD �0.12 (20/15) �0.25 �0.50 �155 (no surgery)

E.C.b F 41 Anisometropic OD 1.60 (20/800) �16.00 �1.40 �80 Normal VS
OS 0 (20/20) �4.00 �0.25 �135

R.R.b M 26 Deprivation OD 2.08 (20/2400) �1.00 �1.00 �80 Normal VS
OS 0.10 (20/25) �1.00 �0.75 �90

Observers ordered as a function of amblyopia severity, from lowest (top) to highest (bottom). Obs, Observer code; M, male; F, female; Eye, type of observer (top, amblyopic; bottom, fellow; OD, oculus dextrus: right eye; OS, oculus sinister:
left eye); log MAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; Snellen VA, visual acuity measured with Snellen chart; refractive error: spherical power, cylinder power, and axis; normal, eyes aligned; RET, right esotropia; LET, left esotropia;
LXT, left exotropia; IAXT intermittent alternating exotropia; VS, visual salience; GA, grating acuity).
aExcluded from the analysis because the best performance with fellow eye was �90%.
bExcluded from the analysis because the observers could not perform the tasks because of their very limited vision.
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17 amblyopic observers (J.J. and K.H.) ran the 4800 trials in two sessions
(600 for light and 600 for dark gratings for each eye in one session, 2400
trials per session). Control observers ran 2400 trials with one eye.

Data acquisition and analysis. Reaction time histograms were plotted
using a 0.05 s bin and shown as raw data. Statistical significance was
assessed with Wilcoxon tests. For all tests, the level of significance was
marked as follows: *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001. All error bars
show SEM.

Perceptual model
To simulate the amblyopia deficits reported in this paper, we used a
computational model that incorporates a greater luminance/response
saturation within the ON than OFF cortical pathways, as demonstrated
experimentally (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017). We call this ON
luminance/response saturation neuronal blur because it blurs stimuli
through neuronal responses, not optics. The model is able to reproduce
the development of amblyopia, the psychophysical deficits that we re-
port, and deficits in cortical response suppression demonstrated in am-
blyopic macaques (Shooner et al., 2017).

The model has four stages: input, retinal, thalamocortical, and cortical
stage (see Fig. 7A–D). At the input stage, we feed images of the visual
stimuli to the model and blur the images with a Gaussian filter to simu-
late the optical blur of the eye, which is equal for lights and darks. At the
retinal stage, we blur the images with the luminance/response functions
of ON and OFF retinal pathways to simulate the neuronal blur, which is
larger for lights than darks because of the greater luminance response
saturation of the ON pathway (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017).
At the thalamocortical stage, we convolve the blurred images with center-
surround receptive fields. Finally, at the cortical stage, we multiply the
result of the convolution by the synaptic weights of ON and OFF path-
ways from the fellow and amblyopic eyes, we add noise, and we combine
the pathways from the two eyes.

This general model is able to simulate the development of amblyopia
(development model variation), ON-OFF differences in psychophysical
deficits (psychophysics model variation) and deficits in cortical response
suppression (physiology model variation). In the developmental model
variation, the only difference between amblyopic and the fellow eyes is
the amount of optical blur at the input stage (larger for the amblyopic
eye), when modeling anisometropic amblyopia. When modeling strabis-
mic amblyopia, the only difference between the amblyopic and fellow
eyes is the receptive field size and cortical noise (larger for the amblyopic
eye). In the psychophysics and physiology variations, the only difference
between the amblyopic and the fellow eyes is the synaptic weights at the
cortical stage (stronger for the fellow eye). Below, we provide a detailed
description of the general stages of the model and model variations.

General stages of the model. At the input stage, we feed the model with
images of the visual stimuli such as square targets embedded in noise,
gratings, or noise masks. The image of the stimuli, I (x,y), is first con-
volved with a Gaussian filter that has a standard deviation (SD) of 0.5 min
of arc. This convolution simulates the optical blur caused by the optical
point-spread-function of the eye (PSF; Campbell and Gubisch, 1966).
The point-spread-function is normal in the fellow (PSF F) and amblyopic
(PSF A) eyes of adults with proper optical correction (PSF A � PSF F), but
larger than normal in the amblyopic eye of an infant developing aniso-
metropic amblyopia (PSF A � PSF F). After applying optical blur, the
resulting luminance of each image pixel is L F (x, y) for the fellow eye and
L A (x, y) for the amblyopic eye, as shown in Equation 1.

LF 	 x, y
 � PSFF 	 x, y
 �� I 	 x, y

LA 	 x, y
 � PSFA 	 x, y
 �� I 	 x, y
 (1)

At the retinal stage, we simulate ON and OFF bipolar-cell responses (BON

and BOFF) and apply neuronal blur to L(x, y) by using Naka–Rushton
functions with larger luminance/response saturation for ON than OFF
retinal pathways, as shown in Equation 2a (same equation for both eyes).
OFF responses are modeled as the absolute value of the Naka-Rushton
function minus one to simulate the sign reversal at the OFF bipolar cell;
low values in L(x, y) drive large values of BOFF (x, y), and large values of
L(x, y) drive low values of BOFF (x, y). In the Naka–Rushton functions,
the exponent (n) and the luminance that generates 50% of the maximum

response (L50) determine the amount of neuronal blur (i.e., lower values
cause greater saturation in the luminance/response function and greater
neuronal blur). Both the exponent and L50 are larger for OFF than ON
pathways (n � 1.6 for ON and 2.5 for OFF, L50 � 0.1 for ON and 0.5 for
OFF). The parameters of neuronal blur are the same for all model varia-
tions. We also normalize the BON and BOFF responses (divide by maxi-
mum response across all x, y pixel values) to make ON and OFF
maximum responses equal at the retinal stage, as shown in Equation 2b.

BON	 x, y
 �
L	 x, y
n

L50
n � L	 x, y
n

BOFF	 x, y
 � � L	 x, y
n

L50
n � L	 x,y
n � 1� (2a)

BON	 x, y
 �
BON	 x, y


max	BON


BOFF	x, y
 �
BOFF	x, y


max	BOFF


(2b)

At the thalamocortical stage, we convolve the BON and BOFF responses
with ON and OFF center-surround receptive fields, RFON and RFOFF, as
shown in Equation 3. This stage combines in one single operation all
retinal and thalamic processing by center-surround receptive fields (e.g.,
bipolar cells, retinal ganglion cells, and thalamic cells). We model the
center-surround receptive field as a difference-of-Gaussians function,
with the surround being three times larger and five times weaker than the
center for all simulations and model variations.

The result of the convolution at the thalamocortical stage is measured
at the most relevant image region for each task (xi�j, yi�j), where i � j
represent the range of pixel values within x and y image coordinates. The
selected region of the convolution (xi�j, yi�j), is at the center of light/dark
targets for the visual salience task, the gap between grating bars for the
grating acuity task, and the center of the stimulus for the measurements
of cortical response suppression. The selection of this region is based on
the assumption that the receptive field population used to detect the
targets in the salience task is aligned with the target center, the receptive
field population used to discriminate a gap between two bars is aligned
with the bar gap and the receptive field population that drives interocular
suppression is aligned with the center of the stimuli presented to each eye.

The thalamocortical response is calculated as the subtraction between
the maximum and minimum value of the convolution at the selected
region, separately for ON (TON) and OFF pathways (TOFF), as shown in
Equation 3. This subtraction makes the thalamocortical response zero
when there is no stimulus contrast.

TON	 xi�j, yi�j
 � max	BON	xi�j, yi�j
��RFON


� min	BON	xi�j, yi�j
��RFON
 (3)

TOFF	 xi�j, yi�j
 � max	BOFF	xi�j, yi�j
�� RFOFF


� min	BOFF	xi�j, yi�j
��RFOFF


At the cortical stage, we multiply the responses from each thalamocorti-
cal pathway by a gain factor that simulates the synaptic weights (WON

F ,
WOFF

F , WON
A , WON

A ), as shown in Equation 4. This equation generates the
cortical responses for ON and OFF pathways from fellow and amblyopic
eyes (CON

F , COFF
F , CON

A , CON
A ), which will be used as inputs in the different

model variations.

CON
F � WON

F � TON
F

COFF
F � WOFF

F � TOFF
F

CON
A � WON

A � TON
A

COFF
A � WOFF

A � TOFF
A

(4)

Developmental model variation. In the developmental model variation,
we run different simulations for anisometropic and strabismic amblyo-
pes. To simulate anisometropic amblyopia, we first run the general
model with dark and light grating stimuli using larger optical blur for the
amblyopic eye than the fellow eye. To simulate strabismic amblyopia, we
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use the same optical blur for both eyes but make the receptive field larger
and the responses noisier for the amblyopic than the fellow eye. The
larger receptive field and noisier responses simulate the lower spatial
resolution and lower signal-to-noise of the cortical network sampling the
stimulus in strabismic amblyopia (Kiorpes et al., 1998).

The cortical responses (CON
F , COFF

F , CON
A , CON

A ) are multiplied by a
Gaussian function ( G) to simulate the peristimulus time histogram of
the visual responses from each cortical pathway. They are also normal-
ized by the maximum response across the four cortical pathways (Cmax),
as shown in Equation 5.

CON
F � G �

CON
F

Cmax

COFF
F � G �

COFF
F

Cmax

CON
A � G �

CON
A

Cmax

COFF
A � G �

COFF
A

Cmax

Cmax � max	�CON
F , COFF

F , CON
A , COFF

A �


(5)

At each developmental step (DS) of the developmental model, we sub-
tract the cortical responses between eyes while using a multiplicative
factor on the subtractive term to simulate the strength of interocular
suppression (S; strength of response suppression from one eye by the
other). We also multiply the cortical response from each eye by a synaptic
weight that is equal to 1 at the first developmental step and then changes
during development (e.g., WON

A for the ON pathway of the fellow eye).
We then add random noise (N), and limit the cortical response to a
maximum value of 1, as shown in Equation 6.

CON
F � WON

F � CON
F � WON

A � CON
A � S � N� if CON

F � 1,
otherwise CON

F � 1�
COFF

F � WOFF
F � COFF

F � WOFF
A � COFF

A � S � N� if COFF
F � 1,

otherwise COFF
F � 1�

(6)

CON
A � WON

A � CON
A � WON

F � CON
F � S � N �if CON

A � 1,
otherwise CON

A � 1�
COFF

A � WOFF
A � COFF

A � WOFF
F � COFF

F � S � N� if COFF
A � 1,

otherwise COFF
A � 1�

As amblyopia progresses at each DS, the synaptic pruning (SPDS) reduces
the synaptic weight of each cortical pathway if the maximum cortical
response (CON

F ) is lower than a minimum response (Rmin), as shown in
Equation 7a for the ON pathway from the fellow eye, WONDS

A (same for all
pathways). The SPDS decreases at each developmental step through a
pruning reduction factor (PR) multiplied by the DS counter. The SPDS

remains effective while it is larger than 1 and until the developmental step
counter reaches the end of the critical period (ECP). The synaptic prun-
ing is identical for all pathways (illustrated for WON

F in Eq. 7).

WONDS

F �
WONDS�1

F

SPDS
if max	CON

F 
 � Rmin (7a)

SPDS � SPDS�1 � PR � DS �if SPDS � 1
if DS � ECP (7b)

The outputs of the developmental model are the synaptic weights for ON
and OFF cortical pathways from the amblyopic eye and fellow eyes (WON

F ,
WOFF

F , WON
A , WON

A ), which can range from 0 to 1. The simulations generate
weaker synaptic weights for the amblyopic than the fellow eye and weaker
synaptic weights for the ON than OFF pathways within the amblyopic
eye. As an example, the model outputs WOFF

F � 1, WON
F � 1, WOFF

A � 0.92,
and WON

A � 0.83 when we use the following parameters: receptive field
size � 4 pixels (1 min of arc), grating stimulus � 6 cycles per degree,

optical blur � 0.5 min of arc for the fellow eye and 1 min of arc for the
amblyopic eye, noise level � 0.1 � 0.06, ECP � 30 developmental steps,
S � 0.2, minimum response (Rmin) � 0.68, initial SP � 1.0075 (0.75%
decrease per DS), PR � 0.000005 (0.0005% reduction per DS).

Psychophysics model variation. In the psychophysics model variation,
we first run the general model with dark and light stimuli using the
synaptic weights generated by the developmental model variation. We
then simulate the cortical responses for each pathway using similar equa-
tions to those described above. We first multiply the cortical responses
from the general model with a Gaussian function ( G) to simulate the
peristimulus time histogram for the visual responses from each cortical
pathway, as shown in Equation 8.

CON
F � G � CON

F

COFF
F � G � COFF

F

CON
A � G � CON

A

COFF
A � G � COFF

A

(8)

We then subtract the cortical responses between eyes using a multiplica-
tive factor on the subtractive term to simulate the strength of the intero-
cular suppression (S), and add random noise (N), as shown in Equation
9. We also add a subtractive term to simulate luminance inhibition (I), a
noise reduction dependent on background luminance (Xing et al., 2014).
This luminance inhibition is important to simulate deficits in cortical
suppression (described below) but plays no role in simulating psycho-
physical deficits. Therefore, we could use N instead of N � I in Equation
9 and the psychophysical deficits would be the same. We use N � I just
for consistency across model variations.

CON
F � CON

F � CON
A � S � N � I �if CON

F � 1,
otherwise CON

F � 1�
COFF

F � COFF
F � COFF

A � S � N � I �if COFF
F � 1,

otherwise COFF
F � 1� (9)

CON
A � CON

A � CON
F � S � N � I �if CON

A � 1,
otherwise CON

A � 1�
COFF

A � COFF
A � COFF

F � S � N � I �if COFF
A � 1,

otherwise COFF
A � 1�

We simulate psychophysical performance by averaging the cortical re-
sponses measured in multiple trials (n trials, from trial 1 to trial n), as
shown in Equation 10 for the ON pathway from the fellow eye (same
equation for all pathways). We set the perceptual average threshold at 1
to make the average probability of correct responses equal to the average
cortical response in most trials. When the average cortical response is
larger than the perceptual threshold, the average probability of a correct
response reaches its maximum value, which is 1.

PON
F �

�1

n
CONt

F

n � if PON
F � 1,

otherwise, PON
F � 1� (10)

To simulate our psychophysical results, we use a receptive field size of 4
pixels for grating visual acuity (1 min of arc) and 8 pixels for visual
salience (2 min of arc). The absolute values of receptive field size are not
realistic and were arbitrarily chosen to make the simulations simpler. We
also use slightly weaker synaptic weights for grating visual acuity
(WOFF

F � 1, WON
F � 1, WOFF

A � 0.92, and WON
A � 0.8) than for visual

salience (WOFF
F � 1, WON

F � 1, WOFF
A � 0.92, and WON

A � 0.85)
because the neuronal populations recruited by the two tasks are likely to
be different and differently affected by amblyopia. For example, the dis-
crimination of narrow bar gaps in grating visual acuity should use neu-
rons with smaller receptive fields than the detection of large targets in
visual salience. Optical blur during amblyopia development should also
affect more the neurons that have small receptive fields. The neuronal
noise was set to 0.05 � 0.03 for visual salience and 0.07 � 0.05 for grating
visual acuity. The other parameters were the same for the two visual tasks.
The luminance inhibition was 0.15, the number of trials was 50, and the
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strength of intraocular suppression was 0 because all tests were monoc-
ular (the fellow eye was always covered with a patch).

Physiology model variation. In the physiology model variation, we run
the general model with three different stimuli: a grating of 7 cycles/°, a
noise stimulus with mean luminance and mean SD of 0.5, and a gray
screen also with a mean luminance of 0.5 (image luminance ranging from
0 to 1). We multiply the cortical responses (e.g., CONgrating

F , COFFgrating

F ,
CONgrating

A , CONgrating

A ) by Gaussian functions ( G) to generate the peristimulus
time histogram for each single neuron. We then add random noise (N)
and a subtractive luminance inhibition (I) as in Equation 9. In the phys-
iological variation, we simulate multiple neurons with different response
amplitudes. Therefore, we multiply all terms by a neuronal response
range (R) that generates variable response amplitudes across neurons
(from 0 to a maximum response value). We then rectify the response so
that the minimal value is always 0, as shown in Equation 11 for CON

F (same
equations for the other pathways).

CONgrating

F � R � 	G � CONgrating

F � N � I
 �if CONgrating

F � 0
otherwise, CONgrating

F � 0�
CONnoise

F � R � 	G � CONnoise

F � N � I
 �if CONnoise

F � 0
otherwise, CONnoise

F � 0� (11)

CONgray

F � R � 	G � CONgray

F � N � I
 �if CONgray

F � 0
otherwise, CONgray

F � 0�
In the second stage of this physiological variation, we subtract the cortical
responses between eyes using a multiplicative factor on the subtractive
term to simulate the strength of interocular suppression (S), as shown in
Equation 12.

CONgrating–noise

F�A � CONgrating

F � S � CONnoise

A (12)

The physiological model variation simulates the deficits in cortical re-
sponse suppression demonstrated in macaques with binocular stimuli
(Shooner et al., 2017). In these simulations, we use 50 neurons with a
receptive field size of 3 pixels and weaker synaptic weights for ON than OFF
pathways from the amblyopic eye (WOFF

F � 1, WON
F � 1, WOFF

A � 0.92,
and WON

A � 0.85). To match the response values reported in the phys-
iological experiments (Shooner et al., 2017), we use a neuronal response
range between 0 and 2.3 (similar to the neuronal range reported by
Shooner et al., 2017, their Fig. 2), a neuronal noise of 0.05 � 0.03 and the
maximum interocular suppression (S � 1). The luminance inhibition (I)
is 0.9 for all the stimuli and cortical pathways except for the ON pathway
from the amblyopic eye that has a luminance inhibition of 0.4. This
reduction in luminance inhibition is needed to simulate the physiological
results and is consistent with the greater deficits for ON than OFF path-
ways that we report. This luminance inhibition is only measurable when
using large homogeneous surfaces (Xing et al., 2014); therefore, we apply
it only to gray backgrounds.

Results
Humans are born with immature eyes that cannot properly focus
images on the retina. The optical blur resulting from defocus
reduces the high spatial frequencies of the retinal image and
makes low spatial frequencies the main drivers of visual cortical
activity early after birth. As the eye starts growing and maturing,
the optical blur decreases and the high spatial frequencies start
driving cortical responses. However, in some children, one eye
remains out of focus for a longer time and becomes amblyopic
(i.e., a loss of visual acuity that is not correctable with lenses).
Reliable measures of visual acuity are difficult to obtain in young
children; therefore, a young eye can remain out of focus for sev-
eral years. Because optical blur reduces the stimulus high spatial
frequencies, and low spatial frequencies drive weaker ON than
OFF cortical responses (Onat et al., 2011; Kremkow et al., 2014;
Pons et al., 2017; Jansen et al., 2019), we predicted that sustained
optical blur should weaken ON cortical pathways more than OFF

during brain development (Fig. 1A). In turn, the weaker ON
pathway should make it more difficult for anisometropic am-
blyopes to see light than dark stimuli. We also predicted that, as
amblyopia becomes more severe, the dark–light differences
should still be present when discriminating large targets (Fig. 1B)
but not when discriminating the narrow gaps of a grating, which
are no longer visible (Fig. 1C). The results below provide strong
support for these predictions.

Amblyopia affects visual salience of light stimuli more than
dark stimuli
We measured visual salience for dark and light stimuli with a task
that we have used extensively in the past (Komban et al., 2011;
Wool et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015; Pons et al., 2017). In this
visual task, we monocularly presented one to three light or dark
squares in a binary noise background (mean luminance: 156 cd/
m 2) and asked participants to report as fast as possible the num-
ber of square targets (Fig. 2A). We have previously demonstrated
that humans with normal vision are faster at reporting the num-
ber of dark than light stimuli in this task (Komban et al., 2011;
Zhao et al., 2015; Pons et al., 2017) and we now report the same
finding for the fellow eye of amblyopic observers (Fig. 2B–D).
Consistent with previous results, the reaction times were consis-
tently faster for darks than lights in each of the 100 trial sets
performed by the same observer (Fig. 2B; notice the tendency for
the red lines to be above the blue lines in all trial sets). Moreover,
this trend remained present even when the observers started re-
sponding faster as they became more familiar with the task (Fig.
2B; notice faster reaction times for trial set 8 than 1). The distri-
bution of reaction times peaked at longer values for lights than
darks (Fig. 2C) but the distribution area could be similar (Fig. 2C;
notice the logarithmic scale of the x-axis). Consequently, the av-
erage reaction time was faster for darks than lights (Fig. 2D, right)
even if there were no significant differences in accuracy measured
as the percentage of correct trials (Fig. 2D, left).

When performing the visual salience task, the fellow eye of
amblyopic observers behaved similarly to the eye of a normal
observer. As with normal (Komban et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2015;
Pons et al., 2017) or near-normal eyes (Fig. 3A–C), the fellow eyes
of amblyopic observers revealed dark–light differences in visual
salience more pronounced for reaction time than accuracy (Fig.
3D–F). On average, the reaction time with the fellow eye was 41%
faster for darks than lights (Fig. 3G–I; 1.78 � 0.02 s for darks vs
3.04 � 0.03 s for lights, p � 0.001, Wilcoxon test). However, the
accuracy with the fellow eye was just 5% higher for darks than
lights (Fig. 3G–I; 95.72 � 0.36% for darks vs 90.90 � 0.67% for
lights, p � 0.001, Wilcoxon test). The small dark–light differences
in accuracy for the fellow eye were independent of amblyopia
severity, which ranged from a 0.18 (Fig. 3D–F, top) to a 1.42 log
MAR deficit (Fig. 3D–F, bottom). Therefore, we used the fellow
eye as an internal control of normal dark–light differences for
each amblyopic observer.

Unlike for the fellow eye, dark–light differences in accuracy
for the amblyopic eye were very pronounced, particularly in ob-
servers with pronounced visual acuity loss (Fig. 3D–F). On aver-
age, dark–light differences in accuracy were 3 times larger for the
amblyopic eye than the fellow eye (Fig. 3G–I; 14.47 � 1.18% vs
4.82 � 0.57%, p � 0.001, Wilcoxon test) and dark–light differ-
ences in reaction time were 1.3 times larger for the amblyopic
than fellow eye (Fig. 3G–I; 1.61 � 0.12 s vs 1.26 � 0.07 s, p �
0.004, Wilcoxon test). The differences in reaction time could be
absent in observers with severe amblyopia (Fig. 3D–F, bottom,
observer A.H.) because these observers could not discriminate
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the light targets at all (Fig. 3E, observer A.H.; chance level: 33%
for three target variations). In the absence of vision for light tar-
gets, observers with severe amblyopia could spend a long time
looking for the targets in some trials or just give up and quickly hit
a random key in other trials. Paradoxically, observers with severe
amblyopia appeared to know when light targets were present in
the screen but did not know the number because the targets blended
in the background noise. The dark–light accuracy differences be-

tween fellow and amblyopic eyes were significant in each participant
with a visual acuity lower than 0.35 logMAR in the amblyopic eye
(Fig. 3D–F), and in the average across all amblyopic observers (Fig.
3G–I; n � 15). Therefore, we conclude that amblyopia increases the
dominance of dark stimuli in visual salience.

Our results also revealed a strong correlation between dark
dominance and amblyopia severity (measured as a logMAR dif-
ference in visual acuity between amblyopic and fellow eyes). As

Figure 1. Predicted effect of optical blur on the development of ON/OFF response balance in visual cortex. A, Top, An image seen at focus (left), after introducing optical blur (middle), and after
correcting the optical blur with a lens (right). Bottom, We hypothesize that sustained optical blur during development weakens ON cortical pathways (red) more than OFF (blue), and that
this change in ON/OFF response balance remains in adults even after correcting the optical blur (right). B, Top, We hypothesized that dark–light differences in visual salience increase with amblyopia
in observers with mild to severe loss of vision (0.18 –1.3 logMAR visual acuity loss). Bottom, Diagram illustrating how different levels of amblyopia would affect the stimuli. C, Top, We hypothesized
that dark–light differences in grating visual acuity can only be revealed in observers with mild to moderate amblyopia (0.18 – 0.6 logMAR visual acuity loss) because observers with severe amblyopia
cannot see the gap between the bars. Bottom, Same as B but for the grating visual acuity task stimuli.

Figure 2. Dark–light asymmetries in visual salience for the fellow eye of a human observer with amblyopia. A, We presented 1–3 light or dark squares in a noisy background. Observers had to
report as fast and as accurately as possible the number of squares (correct responses shown in squares next to stimulus). B, Sequence of reaction times for correct answers from amblyopic subject
F.F. (fellow eye, 8 sets of 100 trials). The y-axis shows the average reaction time for consecutive trial sets and the x-axis the time intervals between trials. C, Relation between correct responses and
reaction time for dark and light targets (normalized by the maximum percentage correct responses with the fellow eye, time bins: 0.05 s). Notice the logarithmic scale of the x-axis. D, Average
accuracy (left) and reaction time (right) for darks (D) and lights (L). ***p � 0.001. Error bars indicate �SEM.
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Figure 3. Amblyopia affects more the visual salience of lights than darks. A, Relation between correct responses and reaction time for dark and light targets measured with the left eye (LE; left)
and right eye (RE; right) of a near-normal (NN) observer. The observer is identified by two capital letters (J.G.). The best-corrected visual acuity and the number of trials (n) for each eye are shown
next to the histogram. B, Average accuracy (left) and reaction time (right) for responses to dark and light stimuli measured with the LE and RE of one example near-normal observer. C, Average
differences in accuracy (left) and reaction time (RT; right) between darks and lights measured in the left and right eyes of one example near-normal observer. D–F, Same as A–C but for the fellow
eye (FE; left) and amblyopic eye (AE; right) of five amblyopic observers ordered by the magnitude of light– dark asymmetries, from lowest (top) to highest (bottom). Every row corresponds to a
different observer identified by two capital letters (e.g., M.S. for observer at the top). The type of amblyopia of each observer is shown next to the amblyopic eye histogram and is identified as AA,
SA, and SAA. G–I, Same as A–C but for the average of 15 amblyopic observers (S1–S15). *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001. Error bars indicate �SEM.
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amblyopia severity increased across observers, task performance
decreased less for dark (Fig. 4A) than light targets (Fig. 4B) mak-
ing visual salience more dark dominated (Fig. 4C; dark domi-
nance: accuracy for darks/accuracy for lights). Amblyopia
severity was strongly correlated with the ratio between amblyopic
and fellow eyes for dark accuracy (Fig. 4A; R 2 � 0.75, p � 0.001,
n � 15), light accuracy (Fig. 4B; R 2 � 0.72, p � 0.001, n � 15),
and dark dominance (Fig. 4C; R 2 � 0.83, p � 0.001, n � 15). The
decrease in the amblyopic/fellow accuracy ratio for light targets
was strongest in the four observers with the largest logMAR dif-
ference in visual acuity but the correlation was still significant if
these four observers were excluded (Fig. 4C; R 2 � 0.54, p � 0.010,
n � 11). Amblyopia severity was strongly correlated with the
accuracy of the amblyopic eye for dark targets (Fig. 4D; R 2 �
0.74, p � 0.001, n � 15), light targets (Fig. 4E; R 2 � 0.72, p �
0.001, n � 15), and with the ratio of dark/light accuracy (Fig. 4F;
R 2 � 0.82, p � 0.001, n � 15). In contrast, there was no correla-
tion between amblyopia severity and any measure of accuracy for
the fellow eye (Fig. 4G–I). These results strongly suggest that
amblyopia decreases more the visual salience of light than dark
targets, as expected if amblyopia affected ON visual cortical path-
ways more than OFF.

Interestingly, the dark–light differences in visual salience not
only increased in anisometropic amblyopes but also in strabismic

amblyopes. In fact, the largest dark–light differences that we re-
port were measured in a strabismic amblyope that had the most
severe visual acuity loss among all observers selected for the data
analysis (Figs. 4, right, triangles, A.H.: 20/400 in amblyopic eye,
and 3D–F, bottom). This strabismic amblyope had a relatively
small anisometropia (�1.25 in amblyopic eye vs �0.25 in the
fellow eye) and, therefore, the large dark–light asymmetry was
unlikely to be caused by optical blur. We hypothesize that dark–
light asymmetries originate in strabismic amblyopia through a
mechanism that reduces cortical responses to high spatial fre-
quencies, which may not be optical blur. Consistent with this
hypothesis, strabismic monkeys that did not experience optical
blur as infants show a pronounced reduction in cortical re-
sponses to high spatial frequencies (Kiorpes et al., 1998). It is
possible that the strong interocular cortical suppression caused
by diplopia affects cortical responses more to high than low spa-
tial frequencies (Kwon et al., 2015) because the infant cortical
spatial frequency tuning is low pass (Banks and Salapatek, 1978).
Under this framework, anisometropic and strabismic amblyopia
could both increase dark–light visual asymmetries through a re-
duction in cortical responses to high spatial frequencies. In ani-
sometric amblyopia, optical blur would remove the high spatial
frequencies already in the eye. In strabismic amblyopia, intero-

Figure 4. Dark dominance of visual salience is correlated with the severity of amblyopia. A, Ratio between amblyopic and fellow eyes for dark-target accuracy (blue) is correlated with severity of
amblyopia [estimated from the difference in best-corrected visual acuity between amblyopic (AE) and fellow eye (FE)]. The plot shows the data from near normal observers (circles; AE: eye with
lowest visual acuity), AA (squares), SA (triangle), and SAA (crosses). The line shows a power regression function fit to the data for amblyopes (equations, goodness of fit and significance shown at
the bottom). B, Same as A for light-target accuracy (red). C, Same as A for dark dominance (ratio between dark accuracy and light accuracy). D, Same as A for dark-target accuracy with the amblyopic
eye. E, Same as A for light-target accuracy with the amblyopic eye. F, Same as A for dark dominance with the amblyopic eye. G–I, Same as D–F for the FE.
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cular suppression would reduce responses to high spatial fre-
quencies in the cortex.

Amblyopia affects grating visual acuity of light stimuli more
than dark stimuli
Our hypothesis also predicts that amblyopia should affect visual
acuity more when measured with light than dark gratings. OFF
cortical responses to dark stimuli increase roughly linearly with
luminance contrast. However, ON cortical responses to light
stimuli saturate at low luminance contrasts. We call this ON lu-
minance/response saturation neuronal blur because it blurs light
stimuli through neuronal response saturation instead of optics
(Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017; Jansen et al., 2019).
Unlike optical blur, the neuronal blur expands more the retinal
representation of light than dark stimuli, making narrow gaps
between closely-spaced bars harder to see when the bars are light.
Therefore, we predicted that the neuronal blur should reduce
visual acuity more in amblyopia when measured with light than
dark gratings.

We measured grating visual acuity in amblyopic observers
with the same task that we used previously in normal observers
(Pons et al., 2017). The stimuli were half-wave rectified gratings
that could be light (312 cd/m 2) or dark (0.5 cd/m 2), and that were
presented in dark (0.5 cd/m 2) or light (312 cd/m 2) backgrounds
at different spatial frequencies (0.5–16 cpd). The observers had to
report the orientation of a grating presented monocularly for 200
ms, followed by a mask (Fig. 5A).

The neuronal blur causes an expansion of light stimuli that is
large enough to fill in the narrow gaps of high-frequency gratings
but not the broader gaps of gratings with lower frequency. Con-
sequently, the dark–light differences in grating visual acuity ap-
peared only at the highest grating frequencies visible in both
normal observers (Fig. 5B,C) and near-normal observers (Fig.
6A, top, observer J.G.). Moreover, in observers with moderate
amblyopia, the dark–light differences in visual acuity shifted to
lower spatial frequencies (i.e., the highest grating frequencies that
the amblyopic eye could see) and became more pronounced in
the amblyopic eye than the fellow eye (Fig. 6A, observers between
J.G. and A.H.). Finally, as we predicted, because observers with
severe amblyopia could not see the high grating frequencies, the
dark–light differences in grating visual acuity became smaller for
the amblyopic than the fellow eye (Fig. 6A, bottom, observer A.H.;
notice that A.H. failed to see grating frequencies �1 cycle/°). The
lack of dark–light differences in observers with severe amblyopia
is exactly what would be expected from the local effect of neuro-
nal blur. Just as for normal observers tested under low light (Pons
et al., 2017), dark–light differences in grating visual acuity are

greatly reduced in observers that cannot discriminate grating
high frequencies.

On average, dark–light differences across all amblyopic ob-
servers were most pronounced at 16 cpd when using the fellow
eye (Fig. 6B) and at 4 cpd when using the amblyopic eye (Fig. 6C).
When measured at the grating frequency cutoff for the amblyopic
eye (i.e., the grating frequency that made amblyopic-eye accuracy
for dark stimuli drop to �90%), the dark–light differences in
grating visual acuity were five times larger for the amblyopic than
the fellow eye in observers with moderate amblyopia (fellow eye:
2.25 � 1.29%, amblyopic eye: 11.62 � 1.90%, n � 12, p � 0.001,
Wilcoxon test). If observers with more severe amblyopia were
also included, the dark–light differences for the amblyopic eye
were reduced but remained significantly larger than for the fellow
eye (Fig. 6D,E; fellow eye: 2.04 � 1.11%, amblyopic eye: 9.15 �
2.33%, n � 14, p � 0.007, Wilcoxon test). Across all amblyopic
observers, the magnitude of dark–light differences in grating vi-
sual acuity were negatively correlated with amblyopia severity
(Fig. 6F; r � �0.78, p � 0.001, n � 14), as predicted from the
effects of neuronal blur (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017).
Because dark–light differences in grating visual acuity could only
be measured within a narrow range of grating frequencies (i.e.,
the highest frequencies visible) and amblyopia severity (Fig. 6A),
we could not demonstrate an increase of dark dominance in grat-
ing acuity with amblyopia progression.

Dark–light differences in vision were smaller when tested with
the fellow eyes of amblyopic observers than the eyes of control
observers. However, the difference did not reach significance
when measured at both 4 – 8 cpd (4.19 � 1.27% vs 6.87 � 3.11%,
n � 12 fellow and 4 control eyes, p � 0.49, Wilcoxon test) and 16
cpd (8.17 � 2.88% vs 18.25 � 3.79%, n � 12 fellow and 4 control
eyes, p � 0.16, Wilcoxon test, 200 ms presentations for both
groups).

Amblyopia affects ON visual pathways more than OFF
A computational model that incorporates neuronal blur in visual
processing can stimulate the development of amblyopia, the psy-
chophysical dark dominance that we demonstrate and other am-
blyopia deficits in cortical suppression (Shooner et al., 2017). The
model also provides a mechanism to explain how optical blur and
strabismus can affect ON visual cortical pathways more than OFF
during cortical development.

The model has four main stages: input, retinal, thalamocorti-
cal, and cortical stage (Fig. 7A–D; see Materials and Methods).
The input stage simulates the optics of the eye and uses a Gaussian
function to blur images of dark and light stimuli (Fig. 7A). The
retinal stage simulates the neuronal processing from ON and OFF

Figure 5. Grating visual acuity for darks and lights measured in control subjects. A, Grating visual acuity was measured with half-rectified gratings followed by a mask. Both gratings and mask
lasted 200 ms and were presented after a 250 ms delay. Gratings could be either light (312 cd/m 2) on a dark (0.5 cd/m 2), were presented in dark background (0.5 cd/m 2, top) or light background
(312 cd/m 2, bottom) and varied in spatial frequency (0.5–16 cpd). Observers had to report the orientation of the grating. B, Top, Measurements of visual acuity for light (red) and dark (blue) gratings
in a control subject (CS). Bottom, The differences in accuracy between dark and light gratings. The green shading highlights the high spatial frequencies at which dark–light differences in visual
acuity are observed. C, Dark–light accuracy functions for four control subjects.
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bipolar cells and applies greater neuronal blur to light than dark
stimuli (Fig. 7B). The thalamocortical stage simulates the center-
surround filtering of bipolar, retinal ganglion cells and thalamic
cells through a convolution with a difference-of-Gaussians func-
tion (Fig. 7C). Finally, the cortical stage simulates the binocular
integration of ON and OFF thalamocortical inputs through a
weighted sum of the thalamocortical pathways and interocular
suppression (Fig. 7D).

Our model reproduces our psychophysical results for visual
salience (Fig. 7E), grating visual acuity (Fig. 7F), and the deficits
in interocular suppression (Fig. 7G) demonstrated in the ma-
caque amblyopic cortex (Shooner et al., 2017). The key compo-
nent of the model is the neuronal blur, which is larger for ON
than OFF visual pathways (Fig. 7B) and is amplified by optical
blur (or any other mechanism that reduces cortical responses to
high spatial frequencies). In the presence of defocus, the larger
optical blur leads to a larger spatial distortion of light stimuli at
the retinal stage (Fig. 7B). Conversely, in the complete absence of
optical blur (which is not biologically realistic), neuronal re-
sponses at the retinal stage (Fig. 7B) should be identical to the
input images (Fig. 7A, left).

In the presence of optical blur, neuronal blur makes ON re-
sponses weaker than OFF responses during cortical development
because it reduces the value of the convolution at the thalamo-
cortical stage for lights more than darks (Fig. 7C). The reduction
of the convolution value simulates a decrease in the stimulus
contrast driving ON visual responses. As ON visual responses
become weaker, the ON cortical pathway from the amblyopic eye
also becomes weaker. Conversely, because the optical blur is lim-
ited in the fellow eye, the synaptic weights of OFF and ON path-
ways driven by the fellow eye remain more similar during cortical
development. In the adult, the ON pathway remains weaker than

the OFF pathway and this difference is enough to reproduce the
psychophysical dark dominance for both visual salience and grat-
ing visual acuity that we demonstrate (Fig. 7E,F). The model can
also reproduce deficits in cortical suppression (Fig. 7G) if we
include a reduction in ON-luminance background suppression
(Xing et al., 2014), as it would be expected from a weak ON
cortical pathway.

Our developmental model can also reproduce the results for
different types of amblyopia if we assume that both optical blur
and strabismus reduce cortical responses to high spatial frequen-
cies. The developmental model reduces the strength of ON cor-
tical responses more than OFF as optical blur increases (Fig. 7H)
because optical blur makes the stimulus more dominated by
lower spatial frequencies and low spatial frequencies drive weaker
ON than OFF cortical responses (Kremkow et al., 2014; Jansen et
al., 2019). The same result can be obtained if optical blur is kept
constant at normal levels but there is another mechanism that
reduces cortical responses to high spatial frequencies. For exam-
ple, as cortical spatial resolution decreases, the OFF–ON differ-
ences in cortical responses increase (Fig. 7I). An interesting
possibility is that diplopia enhances the suppression of cortical
responses driven by the amblyopic eye across all stimulus spatial
frequencies. However, because the cortex of human infants respond
much stronger to stimuli of low than high spatial frequencies (Banks
and Salapatek, 1978), the global response reduction completely
eliminates cortical responses to high but not low spatial frequencies.
Under this framework, any mechanism that reduces cortical re-
sponses to high spatial frequencies during development should in-
crease the dark dominance of visual perception (Fig. 8). This
mechanism could be optical blur in anisometropic amblyopia or
cortical suppression in strabismic amblyopia.

Figure 6. Amblyopia reduces visual acuity more for lights than darks. A, Top, Measurements of visual acuity for light (red) and dark (blue) gratings shown as a function of spatial frequency (x-axis). Visual
acuity was measured in the left (LE; continuous lines) and right eye (RE; dotted lines) of one near-normal (NN) observer (J.G.). The best-corrected visual acuities are shown for left and right eyes on the left. Bottom
panels, below J.G., are the same as the top, but for the fellow eye (FE; continuous lines) and amblyopic eye (AE; dotted lines) of five amblyopic observers. The type of amblyopia of each observer is shown on the
left (4 examples of AA and 1 of SA). B, Average grating visual acuity measured for light (red) and dark (blue) gratings at six different spatial frequencies (0.5–16 cpd) in the fellow eye of al 14 amblyopic observers
(S1–S14). The dark–light accuracy difference is shown on top of each spatial frequency bin. C, Same as B for the amblyopic eye of the 14 amblyopic observers. D, Average accuracy measured at the grating
frequency cutoff for the amblyopic eye (the grating frequency that caused a drop�90% in accuracy for dark targets seen through the amblyopic eye). Accuracy measurements are shown for the FEs and AEs of
the14amblyopicobservers.E,Averagedark–lightdifferencesinaccuracyforthesame14observers.F,Dark–lightdifferencesinaccuracyforgratingvisualacuityarenegativelycorrelatedwithamblyopiaseverity
in the 14 amblyopic observers. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001. Error bars indicate �SEM.
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Figure 7. A computational model with neuronal blur can reproduce the amblyopia deficits. A–D, A model that incorporates a larger neuronal blur in the ON than the OFF pathway
accurately replicates the amblyopia deficits reported in our study. The neuronal blur reduces cortical responses more for light than dark stimuli, an effect that is amplified by optical blur
or any other mechanism that reduces cortical responses to high spatial frequencies. During development, the response reduction leads to weaker ON than OFF cortical pathways in the
amblyopic eye. Resp.: response; Lum. inc.: luminance increment; Lum. dec.: luminance decrement; Interoc. supp.: interocular suppression. E, Comparison of data (top) and model
simulations (bottom) for salience task. Accuracy measurements are shown separately for light (red) and dark (blue) stimuli presented to the fellow (FE) and amblyopic eye (AE). Right,
The dark–light differences (pink). F, Same as E but for the visual acuity task. G, Model simulations for deficits in cortical response suppression reported by Shooner et al. (2017). Data from
Shooner et al. (2017) are shown at the top (data points in gray are purely monocular sites) and response simulations at the bottom. H, Simulations with developmental model illustrating
how an increase in optical blur enhances OFF–ON differences in cortical responses. I, Same as H but in simulations that kept the optical blur constant at normal levels while reducing the
cortical spatial resolution in the amblyopic eye.

Figure 8. Reduction of cortical responses to high spatial frequencies weakens more ON than OFF cortical pathways during brain development. Left, OFF cortical responses (blue) are
slightly stronger than ON cortical responses (red) in normal observers. Middle, OFF cortical responses are stronger than ON cortical responses at low spatial frequencies. Any process that
reduces cortical responses to high spatial frequencies during cortical development should make cortical responses more OFF dominated (green, response loss). Receptive fields at the top
illustrate the expansion of light stimuli (red) relative to dark stimuli (blue) by neuronal blur (expansion by 2 times for illustration purposes). At high spatial frequencies, the expansion
of light stimuli increases spatial summation within the positive region of the receptive field, making ON responses slightly stronger than OFF responses (although the expansion reduces
grating visual acuity). At low spatial frequencies, the expansion of light stimuli increases spatial suppression within the negative region of the receptive field, making ON responses
weaker than OFF responses. Right, Loss of cortical responses to high spatial frequencies affect more ON than OFF cortical responses (shorter red bars at right compared with left).
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Discussion
Our results demonstrate that amblyopia affects visual processing
of light more than dark stimuli, making vision more dark domi-
nated. We show that this dark dominance is strongly correlated
with amblyopia severity and can be explained by a neuronal am-
plification of optical blur (or any other mechanism that reduces
cortical responses to high spatial frequencies) during cortical de-
velopment. Based on these results, we conclude that ON cortical
pathways are more affected than OFF cortical pathways by visual
disorders associated with a loss of cortical responses to high spa-
tial frequencies.

Visual deficits in amblyopia
Amblyopia causes multiple visual deficits including a reduction
in contrast sensitivity, spatial resolution, position acuity, and a
disruption of form and motion integration (Kozma and Kiorpes,
2003; McKee et al., 2003; Kiorpes et al., 2006; Whitney and Levi,
2011). These sensory deficits are likely to originate in primary
visual cortex and be further amplified at later cortical stages (Wi-
esel and Hubel, 1963; Hubel et al., 1977; Kiorpes, 2006; Levi,
2006; Clavagnier et al., 2015). It is commonly assumed that am-
blyopia affects similarly ON and OFF cortical responses. This
assumption is probably based on the traditional notion that ON
and OFF visual pathways segregate in retina and thalamus but
combine in visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). Because am-
blyopia does not greatly affect retinal and thalamic function,
there was no reason to believe that ON and OFF visual pathways
should be differently affected. However, there is increasingly
stronger evidence that ON and OFF pathways remain segregated
in visual cortex as is also the case for the pathways from the two
eyes (Kremkow and Alonso, 2018). The four pathways (con-
tralateral eye, ipsilateral eye, ON, and OFF) combine in visual
cortex to maximize the binocular processing of diverse light–
dark patterns but they also remain segregated. Consequently, los-
ing one eye does not compromise vision through the other eye
and losing the ON pathway does not compromise vision through
the OFF pathway. Without ON pathway, humans and monkeys
can have normal visual acuity and perform most visual tasks
except those that require seeing light targets on dark backgrounds
and discriminating low-contrast patterns (Schiller et al., 1986;
Dryja et al., 2005).

Just as the contralateral eye is better represented than the ip-
silateral eye in visual cortex (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Adams et
al., 2007), the OFF pathway is better represented than the ON
pathway (Jin et al., 2008; Yeh et al., 2009). The OFF pathway also
has higher retinotopic precision (Kremkow et al., 2016; Lee et al.,
2016) and generates responses that are stronger, faster, and more
linearly related with luminance contrast than the ON pathway
(Zemon et al., 1988; Jin et al., 2008, 2011a,b; Yeh et al., 2009;
Kremkow et al., 2014). The luminance/response saturation (that
we call neuronal blur) is also more pronounced in ON than OFF
pathways, is amplified by optical blur and distorts more the size
of light than dark stimuli (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al.,
2017). Therefore, we predicted that optical blur should affect ON
pathways more than OFF during cortical development. Consis-
tent with this prediction, amblyopic observers that experienced
sustained optical blur early in life (or lost cortical responses to
high spatial frequencies through other mechanisms) had more
pronounced visual deficits when tested with light than dark stim-
uli. These results highlight the importance of measuring ambly-
opia deficits separately for lights and darks, in addition to
measuring the combined ON–OFF deficits with gratings or
checkerboards.

Amblyopia can also affect the fellow eye; however, deficits in
the fellow eye were subtle in our measurements. If anything, the
dark–light differences were smaller for the fellow eyes of amblyo-
pic observers than the eyes of control observers. In visual salience,
the average dark–light difference was only 5% for fellow eyes,
whereas it ranged between 8 and 11% for control eyes measured
in our previous studies [9% in Komban et al. (2011), 8% in Zhao
et al. (2015), 11% in Pons et al. (2017)]. In grating visual acuity,
the dark–light differences were also lower for fellow than control
eyes (8.83 vs 18.25% for 16 cpd/200 ms gratings) but the differ-
ence did not reach significance. Therefore, whereas there is a
tendency for fellow eyes to show less dark–light differences than
the average control eye, the variability across subjects complicates
the interpretation of this trend.

Neuronal mechanisms of amblyopia
Our results suggest that optical blur changes the balance between
ON and OFF cortical responses just as monocular deprivation
changes the balance between contralateral- and ipsilateral-eye
responses. In turn, they suggest that sustained exposure to optical
blur weakens the ON pathway during cortical development just
as monocular deprivation weakens vision through the deprived
eye. Consistent with this hypothesis, a computational model that
incorporates ON-OFF differences in neuronal blur reproduces
the different visual deficits for ON than OFF cortical pathways
that we demonstrate in amblyopia (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et
al., 2017). The model can also reproduce the results for strabismic
amblyopia if we reduce the cortical spatial resolution of the am-
blyopic eye while keeping optical blur at normal levels.

In our model, ON cortical responses saturate more with lumi-
nance contrast than OFF cortical responses and this saturation
causes an expansion of light image features represented in the
retina (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017). In turn, the size
expansion leads to weaker ON than OFF signals at the thalamo-
cortical stage and weaker ON than OFF cortical responses. Our
model weakens cortical responses from the amblyopic eye both
because the cortical input becomes weaker and the interocular
suppression from the fellow eye stronger. The model also in-
creases the baseline noise of cortical responses driven by the am-
blyopic eye because the ON background luminance suppression
becomes weaker (Xing et al., 2014).

There are several striking resemblances between the visual
deficits caused by amblyopia and those caused by loss of ON-
pathway function that deserved to be discussed. In humans, ma-
caques and mice, the loss of ON visual function causes a
pronounced reduction of contrast sensitivity for light– dark stim-
ulus patterns (Schiller et al., 1986; Dryja et al., 2005; Sarnaik et al.,
2014), which is one of the first visual deficits described in ambly-
opia (Levi and Harwerth, 1977). This sensitivity loss is expected
from the higher contrast sensitivity and contrast/response gain of
ON cortical pathways when compared with OFF cortical path-
ways (Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al., 2017). Because the loss of
ON visual function makes cortical luminance/response functions
more OFF dominated, amblyopia should also increase the con-
trast that generates 50% of the maximum response (C50) and
reduce the contrast/response saturation. In addition, because the
reduction in ON background luminance suppression increases
cortical noise, the loss of ON visual function should also increase
cortical noise. Therefore, a loss of ON visual function should
cause correlated changes in three cortical parameters: C50, con-
trast/response saturation and noise. These correlated changes
were recently demonstrated in the cortex of amblyopic macaques
(Wang et al., 2017).
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Future amblyopia treatments
Hippocrates treated amblyopia with a healthy diet and physical
exercise, and it was not until the 1700s that physicians started
covering the fellow eye to “strengthen” vision through the am-
blyopic eye. Over the years, the trust in this old amblyopia treat-
ment became so strong that some doctors in the 1900s proposed
improving compliance by suturing the eyelids of fellow eyes in
children (Loudon and Simonsz, 2005). In our days, clinicians still
treat amblyopia by covering the fellow eye while correcting the
refractive error of the amblyopic eye. However, whereas covering
the fellow eye has been used for hundreds of years, its success is
limited and has a high risk of recurrence. Promising new ap-
proaches use a more efficient stimulation of the amblyopic eye
with difficult tasks or videogames while still covering the fellow
eye or reducing its contrast (Polat et al., 2004; Li et al., 2013;
Gambacorta et al., 2018). Other more experimental approaches
in animals boost recovery through retinal inactivation (Fong et
al., 2016) or by reducing binocular activity through exposure to
darkness (He et al., 2007). All these approaches are promising but
still fall short of providing full amblyopia recovery in humans.

Our results may open new paths for amblyopia treatments.
Recent studies demonstrate that the cortical segregation of ON
and OFF pathways may be as pronounced as the segregation for
contralateral/ipsilateral eyes or magnocellular/parvocellular
pathways (Jin et al., 2011a; Kremkow et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016).
Recent work is also revealing pronounced functional differences
between ON and OFF cortical pathways, with low spatial fre-
quencies, optical blur and low light making vision more OFF
dominated (Onat et al., 2011; Kremkow et al., 2014; Pons et al.,
2017; Jansen et al., 2019) and slow motion making vision and
cortical responses more ON dominated (Luo-Li et al., 2018;
Mazade et al., 2019). Therefore, our results may inspire a new
generation of amblyopia treatments that can take advantage of
the different ON and OFF stimulus preferences to selectively
strengthen a weak ON cortical pathway.
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